Harjes Downer and Leafing Consult Firm
Launch the Future Leaders Institute for Young
Advisors
Institute designed to be a high-impact,
practical training for future leaders within
a growing, evolving organization
SINGAPORE, SINGAPORE, July 6,
2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Harjes
Downer, an independent investment
management firm committed to enabling
clients to become high-performance
businesses, together with Leading
Consulting Firm, today announced the
Future Leaders Institute, a leadership training program that takes a new approach to developing the
next generation of talent in the independent advice industry by offering "real-world" simulations.
The Future Leaders Institute immerses talent in real-world simulations faced by advisory firm leaders
in order to ensure that assets that are currently held by financial advisors nearing the retirement age
threshold are transferred to capable hands. Participants will make real-time decisions that will impact
their success, within the construct of a "safe" environment in which they can learn and grow.
"For smaller businesses, it can be risky to offer 'real-world' experience on high-stakes decisions,” said
Teng Koh, Executive Vice President and Head of Leading Consulting Firm. “This program allows
tomorrow's leaders to go beyond knowing about the latest trends and scenarios to actually
experiencing what it's like to manage through them."
Produced by the Consulting Firm and sponsored by Harjes Downer, the Institute is launching during
the upcoming year and will soon be enrolling its first class. Leading Consulting Firm will select
participants on the basis of their achievement and experience. Clients of Harjes Downer have access
to an exclusive enrollment period as well as discounted pricing for the program. “I would encourage
future leaders, at my own firm and at other firms, to take advantage of this program so that we can all
meet the challenges this industry will face over the next 10, 20, 30 years”, said Vince Chia, Chairman
and CEO of Harjes Downer.
About Harjes Downer
Harjes Downer is an independent investment management firm. Our mission is to provide investment
solutions offering superior returns through investments with small and mid-cap local operating
partners. We direct all of our intellectual capital, global strength and operational stability toward
helping investors achieve their long-term financial objectives in a customized format tailored to
address each client’s needs. Beyond market and technical knowledge, energy and passion combine
to create Harjes Downer's portfolios of investments. We pride ourselves on enabling clients to
become high-performance businesses and creating long-term relationships by being responsive and

relevant and by consistently delivering exceptional value.
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